GT2-EVO
The Evolution of easy cutting for granite and agglomerate
GT2-EVO

GT2-Evo saw blades are designed to perform reliable and precise cutting on all types of granite and quartz-based agglomerate in a wide range of applications.

- **Easy cutting:**
  TYROLIT extended know-how in diamonds and applications developed the GT2-EVO blade with the main target to always keep its sharpness even while cutting hard granite with low-power machines.

- **Enhanced finishing quality:**
  The combination of Narrow slots and GT2-EVO specification grants a perfect finishing quality.

- **Flexibility of use:**
  The GT2-EVO can be used on many different applications like bridge saws or single/multiple cross cutting machines. Thus granting an optimized stock efficiency.

- **Wide product range:**
  GT2-Evo is available from 350 to 600 mm diameter and 15 mm high segments with normal or sandwich steel core.